
3TEAMBOAT SPRINGS TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION 

O 	 January 17, 2007 - 5:30 p.m. 
Human Resource Center 

Meeting #158 

Scott Crouch called the Steamboat Springs Technology Commission meeting #158 to order at 5:35 
p.m. Members in attendance: Scott Crouch, Nicole DeCrette, Greg Hughey, Laura Koster and Jim 
Kurowski. Also present: Donna Howell, Tim Miles and Kelly Stanford 

Members absent: Peter Remy and Doug Starkey 

Approval of Agenda 
Koster made a motion and Hughey second to adopt the agenda as presented. 
Vote: 5 - Yes and 0 - No. Motion passed. 

Approval of Minutes from Meeting #157 

Hughey made a motion and DeCrette second to approve the minutes from meeting #157 - January 

4, 2007. 
Vote: 5 - Yes and 0 - no. Motion passed. 

Public Comments 

No public comments. 

Scott introduced Bill Labor and Brian Berry as potential new members. 

Small Grant Requests 

Nicole DeCrette, media specialist at Steamboat Springs High School is requesting a small grant to 

purchase equipment for a Media Production Station in the high school library. To create this 

multimedia workstation the grant request of $1,944.95 would be used to purchase the following: 1-
iMac, 1 -Microsoft Office 2004 for MAC, 1 - AppleCore Protection Plan, 2 -Digital Camcorder 

Samsun SC-D363 MiniDV Camcorder, 1- Plantronics Audio 500 USB headphones and microphone and 

2 - Phillips/Radio5hack microphones. 

At the request of Crouch, DeCrette will initiate a tracking system to monitor usage of the 
equipment for reporting back to the Technology Commission at the end of the school year. 

Kurowski made a motion and Koster seconded to approve a small grant for equipment used in a Media  
Production Station for Steamboat Springs High School in the amount of $1,944.95. 
Vote: 5 - Yes and 0 - no. Motion passed. 

Jenny 5iler, Learning Resource teacher at Steamboat Springs High School is requesting a small 

grant to purchase 24 - MP3 players with headphones for students receiving special education 

services to listen to the audio books. This funding is needed to help the resource department meet 

the needs of a changing student population and to add to the staff's ability to meet student needs. 
Grant amount requested is $1,500.00. (Grant Tracking form indicates 20 - MP3 players on page one, 
5iler indicated that was an error and should read 24 - MP3 players.) 
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Q Kurowski made a motion and Hughey seconded to approve a small grant in the amount of $1,500.00 
for purchase of 24 - MP3 players with headphones, 6 - packages of rechargeable batteries and 5 

chargers for the rechargeable batteries. 

Vote: 5 - Yes and 0 - no. Motion passed. 

Stephanie Rusch, Learning Resource teacher at Steamboat Springs High School is requesting a 
small grant of $250.00 to purchase 30 audio books that are required reading for the English 
classes. This would create a library of audio books that can be accessed by students on a computer, 
an MP3, an Ipod or on a CD. This funding is also needed to help the resource department meet the 

needs of a changing student population and to add to the staff's ability to meet student needs. 

Kurowski made a motion and Hughey seconded to approve a small grant in the amount of $250.00 
for purchase of 30 audio books. 

Vote: 5 - Yes and 0 - no. Motion passed. 

Siler and Rusch will also initiate a tracking system to monitor usage of the equipment for reporting 
back to the Technology Commission. 

Crouch moved that because of the number of students effected DeCrette's grant should be broke 

into two grants. The first grant would be for $1,248 to include 1- iMoc and 1- Microsoft Office 
2004 for Mac. The second grant would be for $426.98 to include 1- AppleCare Protection Plan, 2 -
digital Camcorders, 1- Plantronics Audio headphone and microphone and 2 - Phillips/RadioShack 

® 	microphones. Hughey seconded the motion. 

Vote: 5 - Yes and 0 - no. Motion passed. 

Steamboat Springs Education Fund Board Report 

Crouch reported the Fund Board had a retreat with the Board of Education on January 8, 2007 and 
will continue to pursue renewal of the half cent sales tax for the November election. 

Budget Requests for 2007 - 2008 

Tim Miles, Director of Technology, Date Management and Program Planning A Evaluation distributed 
an update to the district technology Request for Funding 2007-2008 (attached). Miles indicates 
the numbers have been reduced from the original request emailed to the Committee. Crouch stated 

this request will go before Education Fund Board on March 7, 2007. The Technology Commission 

group as a whole is supporting the request of $1,370,393.00. 

• Hardware: $424,516.00 - Staying with PC creates a situation of staying "status quo". 
Implementation of Citrix District Wide will be a substantial yearly cost savings when 
compared to traditional desktop computers. 

• Software: $225,436.00 - The upgrade to Citrix as we move forward should help manage 

this cost. We will only need concurrent licenses instead of licenses for each machine, as is 
the case now. 

• Network: $120,000.00 - This is all about working smarter and having the network work for 
us vs. us working for the network, which is currently what the technology department is 
doing. The net work cant handle technology currently or going forward as it stands today. 

There will be cost like this for the next few years, then will drop off. 
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• Training: $49,500.00 - This year is seeing a lot of changes. Training is important and we 

O need to invest in the people to keep the people. This amount should stay about the same for 

the next few years. 
• Staff: $389,741.00 - The Technology department needs to have time to work smarter. 

Currently four of five staff members is handling the bulk of support calls. Citrix will allow 

staff more time to better serve clients, than we can today. Technology Commission feels 

this is an amount to keep indefinitely. 

Additional discussion and questions answered was held on some of the other categories. Costs on 
the other are engrained core items. Tim has done a great deal of research on the student 

information systems and for $40,000.00 the District can own the Infinite Campus system. The 
largest school districts in the state have gone to Infinite Campus system. 

Miles indicated if he had to prioritize Software the following would be the absolutes: 
1. Upgrade of Elementary Software - $71,000 (wont have next year) 

2. Microsoft - Lease - $31, 000 

3. License Renewals - $35,000 

4. Food Service Program (may not be compliant with state regulations) - $26,000 (won't have 
next year) 

5. Website Standardization - (possibly other sources of funding) - $6,000 
6. SSMS Assessment/A+, SuccessMaker (expensive, but a good product/nothing available in 

the middle school for student assessment) - $30,000 

7. Special Needs Software - $22,500 (this area has been lacking) 

O Discussion was held on the fact that the Education Fund Board and Board of Education are aware 
that the Technology Commission request for funding is going to be high. Howell feels their will be 

good receptivity to the request if return on the investment is shown. Commission also feels good 

representation by Miles and staff members would help with presentation of the request. 

Finance/HR System: $100,000 - This system is very much needed to be able to better 
report on budgets, project, costs, teacher contracts and etc. HR/Finance is trying to 

merge two data bases to provide information, which creates too much room for error. The 

principals and directors are not able to manage their budgets because the current system 
is months behind in processing. 

From the Human Resource side of the system contracts and pay checks would be produced 

more efficiently, which has a big effect on stoff moral. The Board of Education 

understands, because they hear the issues from the staff regarding the errors and they 
also understand the principals have wanted for a long time a system to enable them to 
manage their budgets more efficiently. 

The Commission's concern is the use of these funds does not directly benefit student 

achievement and is an Administrative cost. Also the perception on the community eight 
months before going before the voters to renew the half cent sales tax. Howell indicated 
the reason for putting the request through mid-year is to have it in place for next year's 

Q budgeting process and teacher contracts. The Commission understands the need and 
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supports the need, but feels the funds will have to come from another source. These funds 

O may have to come out of remaining money in the reserves if the Fund Board is supportive of 

gifting the money. Howell will continue to research other sources of funding. 

Small Grant Criteria and Marketing  

No report - skipped. 

Items for Board Action - Technology Commission Chairperson  
Remy will be stepping down from the Technology Commission so a new Chairperson needs to be 
elected. Howell indicated she has talked to Robin Crosson regarding a school district staff member 
chairing a commission, but has not received an answer back. The Chairperson is basically the point 

of contact back to Robin Crosson, President of the Education Fund Board and should be able to 

attend all meetings. 

Bill Labor and Brian Berry will be contacted regarding interviews with the Education Fund Board. 

Discussion was held on moving the Technology meetings to another night of the week and location. 

The next Technology meeting is schedule for February 14 th  - Volentine s Day. Committee discussed 
rescheduling meeting for February 28 h  at the High School Library. 

Ad iourn  

DeCrette made a motion and Hughey seconded to adjourn the meeting. The Technology Commission 

O meeting #158 adjourned at 8:00 p.m. 

Exhibits:  
• Agenda 
• Grant Requests 

• Budget Requests for 2007-2008 

x 
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a STEAMBOAT SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT RE-2 
GRANT TRACKING FORM 

Please complete this form and return to District Grant Writer at District Office prior to 
writing a grant proposal. 

Date: 01/02/07 	 Project Title: Mimeo Projection System 
Applicant: Marty O'Leary 	 Phone: 970-871-3390 

School/Department: SCE media 

Funder: Technology Commission —Small Grant Phone: 

Grant Type: circle one 
Local State Federal w/CDFA# 	 Foundation Service Organization Corporation 

Brief Description of Project: A portable Mimeo Projection System includes the Mimeo Capture 
System and a projector that together turn any whiteboard into an interactive presentation board. 
An ordinary whiteboard becomes the desktop of a connected computer with touch screen 
capabilities. Instruction using the Mimeo System will include online navigation, information 
literacy skills, the location and access of library materials, the Big 6 Research Process, as well as 
revision and editing in the writing process. The Mimeo system allows for student and staff 
presentations including PowerPoint and Word documents. 

The portability of this system allows for its use in any classroom. This feature will be critical as 
Soda Creek moves to its temporary location without a permanent projection facility. It will 
continue to be an integral part of technology instruction and presentation in the years to follow. 

Total Cost: $1962.00 
Mimeo: Mimio Capture $599.00 

Mimio Mouse $79.00 
Mimio Wireless Module $199.00 

Projector: Mitsubishi XD205R $860.00 
Replacement Bulb: $225.00 

Grant Application Due Date: 	Amount Requested: $1,500.00 

Source & amount of any matching money: 
Education Grant Pricing from Mimeo 
SCE Media Budget for replacement bulb and excess cost 

$_462.00_ 

Director/Principal:  '  

~ For District Use:  
District Grant Writer 4 Addtl. Di,4 42 



r, K 

Director of Curr 

Director of Finai 

Superintendent: 

Grant # 

K 

Date Sent 	 Awarded: Yes $ 	No 

 



X 
January 2, 2007 

Marty O'Leary 
Media Specialist 

Soda Creek Elementary 

Stmbt Spgs School District RE II 

220 Park Avenue 
Steamboat Springs Colorado 80487 

SUBJECT: mimio Grant Registration No. 503401 

Dear Marty , 
We are pleased to inform you that your application has been approved. 

Based 
on the products requested, please find below your authorized mimio Grant 

pricing: 

Product(s) 	 Part Number 

Units 	Unit Price 

mimio Capture (formerly Xi) 	 600-0035 	 1 

$599.00 

O 	mimio Mouse Interactive Stylus 850-0055 	
1 	 $ 

79.00 
mimio Wireless Module 	 610-0021 	 1 

$199.00 

Please also note that prices quoted above do not include shipping and 

handling which would be $25.00 in total for UPS Ground shipment. 

When you have your Purchase Order ready, please fax it to the number below. 

If you have any questions about your mimio Grant, mimio products or how to 

order, please feel free to contact me directly. Thank you for your planned 

mimio purchase. 

Joemes Shonley 

Director of Sales - mimio 
Sanford - A Newell Rubbermaid Company 

150 CambridgePark Drive 

Cambridge, MA 02140 USA 

Main Tel: +1 (617) 902-2040 

Fax: +1 (617) 902-2041 
Direct Line: +1 (617) 902-2064 

Mobile: +1 (857) 891-1594 

Personal Fax: +1 (617) 507-6130 



r, 

Toll Free Sales: +1 (877) 696-4646 
http://www.mimio.com  
Skype: joemesshanley W1 

mimio Grant Approval Number: 503401 

School: 	 Soda Creek Elementary 
District: 	 Stmbt Spgs School District RE II 
Address: 	 220 Park Avenue 

Steamboat Springs Colorado 80487 
USA 

Contact Name 
Title: 
Phone: 
Email: 

Reseller/Consultant: 
Address: 

Marty O'Leary 
Media Specialist 

970-871-3390 
moleary@sssd.kl2.co.us  

Reseller Contact: 
Reseller Phone: 
Reseller Email: 

-------------------------------------------------------- 
Products interested in purchasing: 
mimio Capture (formerly Xi) 	 600-0035 
$599.00 
mimio Wireless Module 	 610-0021 	1 
$199.00 

--------------------------------------------------------
Operating System: Both (Win/Mac) 
Expected Purchase Date: less than 30 days 
--------------------------------------------------------
How I plan to use mimio in my classroom: 
Instruction in navigating on line 

Instruction of information literacy skills including: the location and 
access of materials, the Big 6 Research Process 

Student presentations including: Powerpoint and Word documents 

lJ 

1 



Writing Instruction of revision and editing 

O 

C 

N 



W 	® The Right Technology. 
RightAway.' 

WWW.CDWG.com  

800-808-4239 

CINDY WALKER 
B 45 MAPLE ST 
L 
L STEAMBOAT SPRINGS SCHOOL DIST RE:2 
T  STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO 80487 

O 

Page 	;. _ 

SALES UOTATION 
FBD4020 
	

7193674 	1 	1/02/2007 

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS SCHOOL DIST RE:2 
S  
H 

45 MAPLE ST 

I 
P CINDY WALKER 
T  STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO 80487 
0 Contact : CINDY WALKER 	970-871-3391 

Customer Phone# 9708713391 
	

Customer P.O. # MITS PROJ 
	

QUOTE 

JAMISON BILLS 	866 - 339-7927 JUPS Ground 
	

Gol GOVT-EXEMPT 

1 	971531 	( MITSUBISHI XD205R XGA 2000 LUMENS 
M£g#: MIT-XD205R 
Contract : GOVERNMENT & EDUCATION PRICING 

1 	873681 	( MITSUBISHI SD20SU XD205U LAMP 
Mfg#: MIT-VLT -XD205LP 
Contract : GOVERNMENT & EDUCATION PRICING 

------------ SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS -----------
Thank you for the opportunity!! 
Jamison Bills 

SUBTOTAL 
FREIGHT 
SALES TAX 

	

860.00 1 	860.00 

	

225.00 1 	225.00 

1085.00 
.00 
.00 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE. CDW IS A FORTUNE 500 COMPANY. 

CDW Government, Inc. 
230 North Milwaukee Ave. 
Vernon Hills , IL 60061 
General Phone: 847 - 371-5000 Fax : 847-419-6200 

Account Manager ' s Direct Fax : 312-705-9195 

US Currency 
TOTAL 0 	1,085.00 
P/ease rem/tpayInent to. 

COGYGo~emmeny /nC. 

75Re77/t1a17ce Oiiye 

Suite 1515 

Chicago, /L 60675-1515 



O STEAMBOAT SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT RE-2 
GRANT TRACKING FORM 

Please complete this lurm anti return to District Grant Writer at District Office prior to 
writing a grant prupusal. 

Date. 12/1106 
Project Title Technological Assistance for Struggling Readers 
Applicant: 	Jenny Siler 571-36.49 

Stephanie Rusch 871-3656 
Melinda Wiggins 871-3625 

School/Department -  SSI IS Resource Department 

I'under: Technology Commission — Small Oi ant Phone: 

Grant Typc. circle one 
Local State Federal \ :CDI'A# 	 FOandanon Service Oiganization Corporation 

Brief Description of 1'ioJect: 
Students in special education have unique technology needs. Some students need access 

to the cunTrculum through aids for reading and writing. Others may have physical 
disabilities that make using a standard computer difficult  or impossible. Still others may 

need additional skill practice, a more structured approach to learning or simplified tasks 

to be able to make adequate yearly progress. Most importantly, appropriate technology 
allo%s s students to become more independent and to remain in the regular classroom for 

learning rathci than having to be pulled out. 

In the past, computers and other technology for special education students have not been 
a priority for district funding. This is a relatively small, and often overlooked, population 
Over the years, the technology available to special education students has not kept pace 

with that available to students in the general population. Straggling readers at Steamboat 

Springs High School (SSIIS) have two options for reading accommodations. They can 
either have a teacher/peer/parent read the book to them or check out cassette tapes from 
the resource departinent. Many students are frustrated with the cassette tapes we have to 

offer because they arc Out of slate. Therefore, the resource department at SSHS is looking 

at updating Our current options for audio books. 

The SSHS resource department is requesting funding for new audio equipment to benefit 
students and leachers. We would like to purchase 20 MP3 players that the students 
would check out from the library. This funding is needed to help the resource department 

meet the needs of a changing student population and to add to the staff's ability to meet 

student needs. The use of audio books is a research-based accommodation. It has been 
sho\sn to improve reading comprehension for students with learning disabilities who 
struggle to find the meaning in content area text because they read slowly, they do not 



recognize words, and/or they are lacking an understanding of sounds and letters. Often, 
these students comprehend auditory information faster and at a deeper level. They will 
continue to receive appropriate instruction to advance their reading skills, but at the same 
they need access to content area material that is written at a level above their current 
reading skills, but contains content they're capable of comprehending. This technology 
Will allow students to independently download audio books onto a MP3 player from 
sources such as Marmot, librivos.org , and audible.com  with much ease and access the 
regular curriculum more readily. For example, during silent reading in class, special 
education students will be capable of staying in the classroom rather than being pulled 
out/segregated from the regular student population.. The implementation of this 
technology will require little or no training of students and staff because most of them 
already have prior knowledge of how to download information onto an MP3 player 

The advantages of purchasing MP3 players for students receiving special education 
services include easy portability, compact storage, greater access to audio books, least 
restrictive classroom environment, improved access to general education curriculum and 
minimal training for staff and students. Although this technology will directly impact 
110 students, there is no doubt it will be a benefit to all students at SSHS. In addition to 
impacting special education students at SSHS, these MP3 players have possibility of 
impacting ELA, foreign language and students who may be strong in auditory processing. 

Materials needed and budget: 

24 SanDisk Sansa N1240 1 GB MP3 players with headphones at $49 99/player Li 1,334.16 
(including shipping) 
6 Packages of 4 pack Rechargeable AAA batteries rd 13 99 /`l 53.94 
5 Chargers for the Rechargeable Batteries (<U  19.99`u 99.95 

Total cost: 
$ 1518 05 (mp3 players, shipping, battery charger, and rechargeable batteries) 

Grant Application Due Date: 	Amount Requested: $1,500.00 

Source & amount of any matching money: 

Director, Principal-  /  

For District Use-  
District Grant Writ 

~ t /'~ ( '/' ;-U- .VZ ~~ 

-------------------------- 

Addtl. Dir 

W 

Director of Curr 

Director of final 

Superintendent: Al 



O STEAMBOAT SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT RE-2 
GRANT TRACKING FORM 

Please complete this form and return to District Grant Writer at District Office prior to 
writing a grant proposal. 

Date: 12/15/06 	 Project Title: Media Production Station 
Applicant: Nicole DeCrette 	 Phone: 871-3690 

School/Department Library Media 

Fun der: Technologn Commission — Small Grant Phone- 

Grant Type: circle one 
Local State Federal w/CDFA# 	 Foundation Service Organization Corporation 

Brief Description of Project: 

I would like to have a Media Production Station in the library that Would serve the needs of the 
whole school-staff and students. With the growing interest and demand for multimedia 
productivity tools, this station would be a multi-purpose set up that would allow students and 
staff to create iMov ies, Podcasts, web pages, and other coin munication projects that could 
ultimately be hosted on the school's web page and be shared with the greater school community. 

O
1 would spearhead the project by being the coordinator of the station. 

Currently, only students who are enrolled in the video production courses (total of 39 students 
semester I and 37 students semester 2) have instruction and access to any type of multimedia 

production. 411650+ sludenls mould have access to the resources in the library media 
center claily from 7-4:30. 

This resource for creating multimedia projects Would be targeted towards standardized 
assessments at the 9-11 grade level. It would give students more options for demonstrating 
learning. During the freshman dear all students complete the "World Conflicts" unit. During the 
sophomore year all students complete a formal research project on the American Civil War. 
Finally. juniors are required to complete a formal research project on "What Caused the Collapse 
of Rome?" 

My professional development "Educational Technology Information Literacy Soup" class could 
also utilize this resource. 1 will facilitate training staff so that they could have the opportunity to 

integrate it into classroom instruction. 1 will also use it immediately to support and integrate 

language literacy building wide through Podcasts and information literacy during American 
Library Association's Teen Tech Week during March 2007. 

I Will track the usage of the resource through a sign-up sheet and follow student progress on core 
assessments where it is used. 1 will gather informal feedback from teachers on the integration 
experience this spring 2007. 

Q 	I think the key to sustainability is through professional development and comprehensive 
integration of this resource. I've identified target audiences. Upon successful training, these 



students and staff will be independent users of the multimedia equipment and can use it cross- 	 o curricularly throughout the whole school year, as well as throughout their school careers (for the 
students). 

To create this multimedia workstation 1 would like to purchase: 

I iMac (specs 1GB memory 160GB hard drive' 8x DL SuperDrive ATI Radeon X1600 
graphics) $1,099 00 

1 	Microsoft Office 2004 for MAC (educator pricing) $149.00 
1 ApoleCare Protection Plan (extended warranty for 3 yrs) $169 00 
2 Digital Camcorder Samsung SC-D363 MiruDV Camcorder with 30x Optical $209 99 
1 Plantronics Audio 500 USB headphones & microphone $47.99 
2 Phillips/Radioshack microphones $29 99 

Total: 51944.95 
The Library budget w ill support the purchase of camcorder tapes, batteries, dvds, and 
other consumables as needed. 

Grant Application Due Date' 
Amount Requested: $1944.95 
Source & amount of any matching money: 	$1000.00 

anticipate this will be a one-time purchase fora life span of  minimum of  years. The library 
budget will assume costs for upgrading software and incidentals as necessary during this time. 

Al 
Director/Princ ------- -------------------------------------- 
For District Use: 
District Grant Writer 	 Addtl. Dir. 

Director of Curriculum & Instruction 

Director of Fina 

Superintendent: 

Grant 4 
	

Date Sent 	 Awarded: Yes $ 	 No 

X 
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Request for Funding 
Technology Commission  

2007-2008 

I would like to thank you the Technology Commission for this opportunity. This is a tremendous gift 
for a school district this size to be able to present a budget of this magnitude. 

Category 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 Difference 06 to 07 
STAFF $323,650.00 $344,800.00 $362,040.00 $389,741.00 $27,701.00 

Software $20,000.00 $11,500.00 $25,000.00 $225,43600 $200,436.00 
Network $25,00000 $40,000.00 $7,500.00 $120,000.00 $112,500.00 
Hardware/Replace $120,00000 $24,100.00 $230,000.00 $ 424,516.00 $194,516.00 
Training $27,50000 $27,500.00 $27,500.00 $49,500.00 $22,000.00 
Vocational Program 
Development $1,00000 $5,000.00 $15,000.00 $ 	15,700.00 $700.00 
Accelerated Reader (Summer 
Program) $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $000 
TIC (Summer Construction 
Institute) $3,000.00 $3,000.00 $0.00 
Data Analysis $12,500.00 $50,000.00 $20,000.00 $20,000.00 $0.00 
Maintenance $27,500.00 $27,500.00 $27,500.00 $27,500.00 $0.00 
Online Databases $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 
Video Production $5,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,00000 $0.00 
Small Grants $12,500.00 $15,000.00 $15,000.00 $15,000.00 $0.00 
Student Information Systems $40,000.00 $25,000.00 $15,000.00 
Marmot $30,000.00 $30,000.00 $30 , 000.00 $30,00000 $0.00 
Phone Upgrade $0.00 $0.00 
Curriculum Software $30,000.00 $11,600.00 $15,000.00 $15,000.00 
Portable UPS $20,00000 $20,000.00 
Hardware NRCS $5,000.00 $5,000.00 
ARC NRCS $3,000.00 $3,000.00 
Yam a Valley HS Laptops $2,820.00 $2,820.00 

Total $873,360.00 $1,370,393.00 $497,033.00 

C 

N 
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Request for Funding 
Technology Commission 

2007-2008 

O Description: STAFF 
Increase is from Finance Director and an additional $4000.00 for summer help. 

This cost reflects insurance benefits for the employees as well. 

Total Cost: 	$ 389,741.00 

Prior Funding History: 

Category Description 2006-2007 2007-2008 
Staff of 5 and benefits $362,040.00 $385,741.00 
Summer Help $4,000.00 
Total $389,741.00 

Current Status: 
We have a department of five people four of which handle the bulk of support calls. To date we 

have closed 5487 help desk calls as of 04/05/2005. I calculated this to be roughly 260 working days, 
with around 175 days in a year. This comes out to roughly 22 calls per day divided by the four. We are 
very reactive and have little time for proactive work on a consistent basis. 

O Long Range: 
With Citrix, because the (person/# computer support ratio) decreases it will allow us more time 

to better serve our clients, than we can today. Examples of this would be allowing us to become more 
knowledgeable, automate procedures, training for staff, working with staff, testing new products, etc. 
This would benefit all users of Technology. 

X 
Page 2 of 9 



Request for Funding 
Technology Commission  

2007-2008 

N Description: Sofrivare 
This number is significantly larger. 

Upgrade of Elementary Software 
Food Service Program 
Microsoft - Lease 
Special Needs Software 
Website Standardization 
SSMS Assessment/A+, SuccessMaker 
License Renewals 

Helping to make this # larger are the following: 
$71,000 
$26,000 
$31,000 
$22,500 
$6,000 
$30,000 
$35,000 

The Microsoft Lease (new) will allow us to be always current on the latest Operating System, Office 
applications and sever CAL licenses. Without the lease, the cost is approx. $100,000 to upgrade and 
own. (To buy MS Office from where we are it comes out to ($123.00) per machine.) When we own we 
are only good until the next version and then we are back where we are today. Our current Office is 4 
versions old and our operating systems some are 3 versions old. We are still supporting problems that 
the newer versions have solved. 

With the MS Lease we can take 3+ years to spend the same amount what we would spend today to be 
current. This is if MS didn't upgrade again in 3+ years and then we would be looking at a large figure 
all over again. 

* With Citrix this does have the potential to be managed and costs actually going down. 

Total Cost: 	$225,436.00 

Prior Funding History: 
Cate o 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 Difference 06 to 07 

Software $20,000.00 $11,500.00 $25,000.00 $225,436.00 $200,436.00 

Long Range: 
This is a number that didn't have a lot of history as to what made it up. I have compiled a list of 

software that we will continually review for compliance and usage. The upgrade to Citrix as we move 
forward should help manage this cost. We will only need concurrent licenses instead of licenses for 
each machine, as is the case now. 

u 

C 
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Request for Funding 
Technology Commission  

2007-2008 

Description: Network 
This is a rather large number. What is being accomplished here is consolidating our network 

to a single domain and adding some intelligence to the network. 
Currently our network consists of 5 domains, each of which does not trust each other. What 

this means is that a district employee who needs to work in all 5 buildings has to have a separate account 
on the network in all 5 buildings. Although the account name may look to be the same it is not. It is 
five separate accounts, administered 5 separate times. A single domain needs to be created for easier 
management of tech resources, mobility of users, video security, backups, consistent computer polices, 
remote access, etc. Our email services are currently hosted by an outside provider and are not meeting 
our needs surrounding collaboration and calendar. It also has a negative affect on our intemet usage 
because of these large bursts of data over the network when people request their email. Email will be 
managed internally. 

Our voice hub is located at SSMS and our data hub is located at HSC. These are two separate 
networks which over time will become one. These need to be co-located at the same facility which I 
recommend to be SSMS. Doing this will dramatically improve internet connection for SSMS and SPE. 
The other locations WAN connections are still being evaluated. For now the networks would still be 
separate. We are exploring ways to consolidate to a single intelligent network. This moving of the data 
hub is the first step. A WAN management device is being added so we can manage what is traveling on 
the lines between the buildings and to the internet. These are the contention points (slowest links) and 
without management we are unable to meet student and staff needs currently and future. This 
management device will monitor and control applications from taking all the space on these already 
crowded lines. 

Total Cost: 	$120,000.00 (This # is still being investigated) 

Prior Funding History: 

Category 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 1 Difference 06 to 07 
Network $25,000.00 1 	$40,000.00 1 	$7,500.00 1 	$120,000.00 1 	$102,500.00 

Long Range: 
A smart intelligent network is required. This is the most important component for any 

Technology. Demands are increasing for internet delivered applications, video bases applications and 
sound. These slow links between the buildings can not meet current or future demands. Some short 
term solutions are being explored as well as long range. Some limiting factors are Qwest and what is 
available in Steamboat currently for types of communication. We are exploring Fibre Optic options, 
lease/own from different sources. Communication is happening with the City also for a possible 
sharing since we both have same needs. There will need to be equal investment in this area over the 
next few years. 

**** Just as a single platform was recommended in our Technology Audit on the desktop level so was 
modifying this many domain network. 

(SEE NEXT PAGE FOR MORE DETAIL) 
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Request for Funding 
Technology Commission 

2007-2008 

O Network Detail: 

Item Item Sub # Description 
2006- 
2007 2007-2008 
$7,50000 

Server, SPE Flle/Print/BDC Hosted by SSMS $0.00 
Server,SCE Flle/Print/BDC Single Domain $3 ,70000 
Server, Email Email Currently external host is not working $8,50000 
Server, EPM EPM Pro'ect Management $3,700.00 
Server, SSMS DC Single Domain $3,70000 
Server, SSMS File/PrinUBDC Single Domain $3,700.00 

Server, SSHS BDC single Domain $370000 

Server, HSC BDC Sin Ie Domain $3,700.00 
CIPA Filter/SPAWFirewall Firewall/CIPA outdated $11,000.00 
Switches Need to eliminate small under desk switches $10,000.00 
Tape Libraries With email and current need management $6,000.00 
WAP District wide $3,000.00 

Need Fibre, short term test wireless $7,000.00 Fibr=ireless between MiddlelSPE 

U 	rade of /RoutersM/AN traffic manage rs/etc Still in Flux until Direc of WAN is finalized $52,300.00 
$120,000.00 

*** With better WAN connections between buildings a consolidation of server based computers will 
Q 	result. This will improve opportunities for costs in the areas of server, data backup, power backup, 

network management. 

x 
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Request for Funding 
Technology Commission 

2007-2005 

O Description: Hardware/Replace 

This is another large number. This as you have heard is the Citrix Scenario of being able to keep 
the existing Desktops (MAC) at the elementary and implement a server based solution to deliver the pc 
based applications. 

Advantages are a longer desktop life of equipment, standard deployment of applications, 
consistent home/work environment for student and staff, a larger support ratio computer/technician, etc. 

In this cost also are 64 computer replenishment cost for older computers in the district. 

Total Cost: 	$ 424,516.00 

Prior Funding History: 

Cate o 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 1 	Difference 06 to 07 
Hardware/Replace 1 	$120,000.00 1 $24,100.00 1 	$230,000.00 1 $ 424,516.00 1 	$194,516.00 

Long Range: 

I expect this number to be significant for the next year as we implement Citrix District Wide. 
However, when implemented the benefit will be a substantial yearly cost savings when compared to 
traditional desktop computers. It will be an easier prediction of costs. 

(SEE NEXT PAGE FOR MORE DETAIL) 

This next page displays numbers which are predictions to show the true value of Citrix. These 
are estimates because I don't know as of yet the total impact of Citrix. I think this # has the potential to 
be even lower. 

Advantages with Citrix: 
• Much Larger Person/Computer support ratio, 
• Remote access, 
• Cheaper hardware on desktop, 
• Potential to decrease software budget with concurrent users vs. machines 
• It will allow a longer life cycle for desktop hardware, 
• Easier more timely management of software, 
• Give us time to focus on needs for technology that currently have been overlooked, 
• Allows Tech staff to be Less Reactive and more Proactive for our users, 
• Technology to a larger mass with a lesser cost, 
• Proven technology, 
• Etc. 

51 
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Request for Funding 
Technology Commission 

2007-2008 

O Hardware Continued ... 
The top half of the chart shows traditional desktop delivery with a replenishment cycle every 

four years of 250 computers. The number is such that it doesn't allow for other hardware requests 
without increasing budget, as is the case now. We stay "status quo" at a larger cost. 

The bottom half shows a Citrix implementation. We are trying for a 100% Citrix deployment 
but it will probably be an 80/20 ratio. There are some applications that will still be traditional desktop 
delivery. Note the ROI in the second year, it appears larger but we added Voice to the mix. 

The graph is an illustration of the numbers you see below. 

M 

M 

ItemiItems 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010.2011 2012-2013 

UPS's S 	5,00000 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,00000 5,000.00 

Computers $397,29000  500000 5,00000 5,000.00 5,00000 

Computers replace $ 	62,016.00 250,000 00 250,000 00 250,000.00 250,000.00 

Projectors $ 	4,500.00 15,000 00 15,000 00 15,000.00 15,000 00 

Phones 100,000 00 50,000.00 30,000.00 15,000 00 

Printers $ 	3,000.00 1 	3,00000 3,000.00 3,000.00 1 	3,000.00 

Hardware-Traditional $ 471,806.00 $378,00000  $ 328,000.00 $ 308,000.00 $293.00000  

UPS's $ 	5,00000 $ 	5,00000 $ 	5,000.00 $ 	5,000.00 $ 	5,000.00 

Computers $ 	62,01600 30,000.00 30,000.00 30,000.00 30,000 00 

Projectors $ 	4,500.00 15,000 00 25 000.00 25,000.00 25,000.00 

Phones 1 100,00000 50,000.00 30,000.00 15,000.00 

Printers $ 	3,000.00 

Citrix $ 300,000.00 $300,000.00 100,000 00 100,000.00 100,000.00 

$ 	50,000.00 

Hardware-Citrix $ 424,516.00 $ 450,000.00 $ 210,000.00 $ 190,000.00 $ 175,000.00 

Hardware Prediction 

$500,000.00 
$450,000.00 
$400,000.00 
$350,000.00 
$300,000.00 

+Hardware-Traditional 
—0 	$250,000.00  o 	$200,000.00 Hardware-Citrix  

$150,000.00 
$100,000.00 
$50,000.00 

$- 

2007- 	2008- 	2009- 	2010- 	2012- 

2008 	2009 	2010 	2011 	2013 

Years 
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Request for Funding 
Technology Commission  

2007-2008 

O
Description: Training 

This year is seeing a lot of changes. We are moving to a single domain, a different delivery of 
applications for elementary, a new Student Information System which encompasses grading, network 
architecture changes, etc ... 

With these changes comes training for not only the staff but the people who support the 
applications. It is very apparent in conversations with the technology staff, instructional support 
specialists, teachers, that this is needed. 

We are exploring ways for training the staff as it relates to Technology that will be timelier, 
convenient, focused, and attracts attendance. Traditionally because of the calendar after hours and non 
student days were the only time we could have time to train. We are looking at other ways to improve 
on this delivery. 

Total Cost: 	$49,500.00 

Prior Funding History: 

Cate o 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 Difference 06 to 07 
Training $27,500 00 $27,500.00 $27,500.00 $49,500.00 $22,000.00 

Long Range: 

Q 	Training is important and I would like to budget as such. You need to invest in the people to 
keep the people. 

M 
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Request for Funding 
Technology Commission 

2007-2008 

O Description: Programs that have been constants without much change 

These programs speak for themselves in their names but I can explain a few or more should you 
desire. 
Vocational Programs are an area the district has found important to our children. 
Accelerated Reader is a summer reading program for our kids who require some help over the summer. 
TIC is a vocational type program where a group of kids work with professionals. 
Data Analysis is our Data Warehouse cost for storage of assessment data and reporting. 
Maintenance is our ongoing technical to fix things ... 
Online Databases is our library subscription software items 
Video Production is used to fund Video Programs primarily at SSHS but District 
Small Grants is used to help students and staff with Technological Ideas 
Marmot is our library circulation software, which integrates with our county program as well. 

Total Cost: 	$145,500.00 

Prior Funding History: 

Category 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 Difference 06 to 07 
Vocational Program 
Development $1,000.00 $5,000.00 $15,000.00 $ 	15,700.00 $700.00 
Accelerated Reader 
Summer Program) $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $0.00 

TIC Summer Construction 
Institute $3,000.00 $3,000.00 $0.00 
Data Analysis $12,500.00 1 $50,000.00 $20,000.00 $20,000.00 $0.00 
Maintenance $27,500.00 $27,500.00 $27,500.00 $27,500.00 $0.00 
Online Databases $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 
Video Production $5,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $10,000.00 $0.00 
Small Grants $12,500.00 $15,000.00 $15,000.00 $15,000.00 $0.00 
Marmot $30,000.00 $30,000.00 $30,000.00 $30,000.00 $0.00 

Long Range: 

I see some of these being able to change a little but they help fund programs and resources that 
are very important to our kids and staff. 

N 

N 
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® 	 TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION MEETING 
Meeting # 159 

February 28, 2007 - 5:30 pm 

Steamboat Springs High School Library 

AGENDA 

1. Call to Order 

2. Approval of Agenda 

3. Approval of Minutes from Meeting # 158 on Jan. 17, 2007 

4. Public Comment - In order to assure public awareness of and involvement in the activities 

of the steamboat Springs Education fund Technology Commission, this portion of the 

Commission meeting is available to the public to discuss any item related to the Commission. 

5. Mini-Grant Recipient Showcase 

6. SSEF Board Report 

7. Small Grant Requests 

8. Budget Requests for 2007-08 

9. Vocational Requests - N. DeCrette 

• Comp TIA A+ Certification Course at HS - 3 yr. plan 

10. Technology Commission Chairperson 

11. Future Agenda Items: 

Meeting Time and Place 
EFB Orientation/History Notebook 

Website 

12. Discussion/Progress Reports/Housekeeping 

13. Adjourn 

Future Meeting dates: Mar. 21, Apr. 18 

11 



STEAMBOAT SPRINGS TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION 

Steamboat Springs High School 
February 28, 2007 

Peter Remy called the Steamboat Springs Technology Commission meeting to order at 5:37 

pm. Members present included Nicole DeCrette, Doug Starkey and Scott Crouch. Also 
present were Tim Miles (Dir. Of Technology), Mike Knezevich (Prin. SSHS), Stanley Rice, 
Bill Labor, David Moulton and Matt Anderson, technology commission candidates. 

Adoption of the Agenda 

The agenda was not formally adopted. 

Approval of the Minutes 

DeCrette made a motion and Crouch seconded, to approve the minutes of 1117107. 
Vote: 	_4 Yes 	 _0 No 	 Motion passed unanimous/y. 

Public Comment 

There was no public comment 

Mini-Grant Recipient Showcase 

® 	DeCrette introduced teachers who will showcase how technology is integrated. 

Cindy Gaye, SSHS teacher, gave a presentation of how technology can be incorporated into 

biology with a DNA presentation. Gaye said biotechnology is hugely important in today s 

society. 

Matt Anderson, 61h  grade teacher, teaches the basics of Microsoft Word. Students make a 
newsletter on the topic of their choice, research the topic and learn how to format the 

newsletters. Students are taught how to put weather data on spreadsheets. Students are 

also introduced to Power Point. 

Sherry Holland, teacher at SPE, has a laptop and video camera purchased as a result of a 

grant from TC. Holland showed videos from several elementary grades that was produced by 
the students, included G/T. 

(Kurowski joins the meeting.) 

Budget Requests for 2007-08 

Director of Technoogy Tim Miles reported the volume of computers in the district requires 
efficient management. Technology is involved in every subject area. 



The power point program attached to the end of these minutes indicating why Citrix is 

!~ 	needed. Miles was encouraged to simplify the explanation for presentation to EFB and to 
tie the conversation back to cost savings as much as possible. 

Vocational Requests 

DeCrette has been given the task of initiating a new A+  certification program and take care 
of other vocational training programs. DeCrette will be asking TC for support as no 
additional funds have been received. Future requests will be presented as programs are 

developed. 

Chairperson 

Effectively immediately, Scott Crouch is the new Technology chairman and Jim Kurowski the 

new co-chairman. The chairman and co-chairman will alternate both on the TC and the EFB 
in the event one is absent. Doug Starkey is the 2n d  designated EFB member, however, will 
attend only if the chairman and co-chairman is absent. 

(Recording secretary left the meeting at 6:50 pm. Information under vocational requests and 

chairperson provided by Peter Remy.) 

Meeting concluded 7:30 pm. 

1/ 

E/ 
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Budget Process - Reality 

Little Detail found in past budgets 

Our Current Architecture is not integrated (5 Domains) 
5 Domains - Untrusted 
Duplicate Policies/Rules, Different Policies/Rules 
Does not allow for roaming users 
No Remote Access! 

Not meeting needs of our users 
Costly — Given amount of computers and refresh cycle 
Technology changing faster than budget can allow 

Examples - Video, ASP, Internet, Safari, Electronic BoowMedla 

We are very Reactive instead of being Proactive 
We are not spending the time needed with users of the technology 
for them to be proficient 
We ourselves need to better knowledge of what we support 

U Budget Process - Forward 
Greater Budget Detail - Working Document 
Integrate Architecture (Single Domain) 

Consistent Polices/Rules 
Allow Roaming Users 
Allow for Remote Access 
Manage Email in-house (Better Collaboration) 
Create a plan to stretch budget (Citrix) 

Same cost but be able to serve users needs better 
Less Fire Fighting more planning, learning, teaching 
More reliable predictive model for new technologies 
Less Frequent Refresh cycle of desktop 
More detail ... later In slides 

More Proactive Less Reactive 
Research and Test before Deploy 
Planning for new applications/hardware 
More timely and frequent training 

91 
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Citrix 

By CHRISTOPHER LAWTON (All the below bullets are taken from the 
Wall Street 3ounal Article dated January 30, 2DD7, Page B3 
'Dumb Terminals' Can Be a Smart Move 
World-wide shipments of such simple terinals are expected to rise 21.5% 
annually through 2010, according to research fine IDC. 
'People have recognized if you start to centralize this stuff and more tightly 
manage It, you can reduce your cost and reduce the security-related 
issues, because you have fewer things to monitor; says Bob O'Donnell, an 
IDC analyst. 
'It's a paradox. People want their cake and eat It, too. They want the 
security, they want the consistency... but they want the functionallty of a 
PC; says Gartner's Mr. Margeviclus 
At some companies, the math works in favor of simple terminals. Morrison 
Mahoney LLP deployed terminals last year to connect the New England law 
fir's 375 employees to the network and manage them from a central data 
center. By making the switch, Frank Norton, director of Information 
technology for the fir, projects that over the next six years, Morrison 
Mahoney will save around $750,000 In hardware and labor costs. 

It Citrix For SSSD bw .1~ 

Less Administration 
Deployment: 

Software - Hours vs. Days 
Hardware - Days vs. Weeks 

Greater Life from existing Desktop Technology 
Remote Capabilities for staff/students. 
Single Computer Platform (MAC works like a PC) 
Elementary Parents will have access to software we use 
here for children. (I am asked this all the time) 
Better Software/License Management 
Applications on Demand 
Take School outside of our BuildingsH 
Work Smarter vs. Harder 
Etc ... 

'/ 
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Citrix For SSSD 
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I' STEAMBOAT SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT 
Technology Budget Overview 
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STEAMBOAT SPRINGS EDUCATION FUND BOARD — BOARD OF EDUCATION RETREAT 
November 27, 2006, Olympian Hall and January 1P, 2007, HSC Board Room 

"THE STORY" 

– Transcribed verbatim 

PURPOSE OF EFB FUNDING: 

There is a lack of clarity and  
consensus about the historic and  
current purpose of EFB funding.  

• Joined Technology commission to bring what community wants schools to do on 
EFB – there is a split between innovation and administration 

• Expected to generate innovative ideas – in reality responding to requests from the 
Administration 

. Was told the purpose was innovation–moving forward with 1 yr, fimding-
district taking over 

• Original intent: innovation, over time developed on-going expenses 
• Origins of Y2 sales tax was for growth (replace, expand staff, create programs) 
• From public pressure, huge amount of EFB budget goes to reduce class size 
• '/2 cent sales tax is an additional gift to kids 
• If the tax goes away, everything is going to be "necessary", tended to 

institutionalize things for political purposes 
• Cap, comm. saw as a tool to help with shortfall in capital reserves and adequate 

facilities. Funds to ensure utmost quality to students. Saw commission as a 
vehicle to bring ideas. 

• Part of original – tend to forget public ed. is a gift to students –EFB is an 
additional gift 

• Surprised how much of operating expenses covered by 1/2 cent sales tax 
• BOE has very little in way of discretionary finds 
• Made mistake early on in amount of money spent on computers ("boxes in 

classrooms") without enough thought on how this changes the way we teach 
• Budget process – competition for $ is good, but so many things institutionalized 

—  not much discretion for innovative projects 
• Wonders how much of EFB $ is part of operating budget – institutionalized 

expense part of a long-term strategy 
• People would `foil over" if they knew how much is being spent on operation 

expenses. 
• Straggle re: process for requests – where/who were the drivers of an innovation 
• Desire to balance community interests & district priorities 
• District has become increasingly dependent upon '/s ¢ because expenditures have 

become institutionalized 
• BOE doesn't have much discretionary funding 
• Not sure ed. results can be shown for # of computers in classrooms – early tech 

commission made mistakes 
• Small fiaction of whole school budget influenced by commissions provides 

opportunity to impact directions of district 
• Technology mini-grants got good results, no funding source for expanding to 

other buildings 
• Early on careful not to fund items beyond a year – EFB has taken over funding 

gap 
• Once we needed %s% tax things automatically became institutionalized 
• District has operational needs requiring these funds – loss of tax revenues from 

state and local control 
• Fund lacking innovation and community opportunity to bring ideas forward –not 

a process motivating innovation 
• From public pressure, huge amount of EFB budget goes to reduce class size 

• Was a 40/40/20 split, historically (40% growth, 40% technology, 20% 
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PATTERNS OF FLIP CHART NOTES – Transcribed verbatim 
IDEAS & PERCEPTIONS k0LES 

• Uncertainty about BOE's vision of new construction projects and EFB's role 

& RESPONSIBILITIES • EFB struggles to bring own influence on issues ("tubber stamping" a concern = 
feeling of uselessness) 

There is a lack of clarity about the  • Worry about closeness of BOE to a outside entity 
Need to maintain distance between district and EFB 

respective roles and responsibilities  . 4 BOE members on EFB down to 2 
• Lack of input from public –.EFB too institutionalized with BOE, i.e. –EFB of the EFB and BOE.  

relies on BOE to tell us what to do 
• Commission & admin. institutionalized  –.  "rubber stamp" concern 
• Division between EFB & BOE is necessary 
• BOE has already had sole discretion to determine the direction of the district, 

regardless of where $ comes from 
• EFB has sometimes dictated policy ("here is the land, we expect you to grow 

oats") 
• 4 BOE helped communication with EFB but too much collaboration not enough 

separation 
• 9 EFB, 4 BOE members 
• EFB at tines dictates direction to BOE requiring BOE to reject gifts at times 
• NRCCS re uests bring up issue of asking the school bypassing BOE/district 
• Lack of input from public —EFB too institutionalized with BOE, i.e. – EFB 

COMMUNITY INPUT relies on BOE to tell us what to do 
• Fund lacking innovation and community opportunity to bring ideas forward – not 

An overwhelming majoring of  a process motivating innovation 
• 	Saw disconnect between parents/group, district and administration. Capital 

retreat participants feel that  doesn't receive requests from the community – is the input inadequate 
community input in the EFB  • Used to have more opportunities for community input, not much outreach 
fundinRrocess has not been  • Not enough public input–public should be beating down the doors 
uffici§ 	ent or effective.  • 20% unallocated never spent in 1st – 5 years more flexible process allowed for 

more input form community 
• 	Commission participation does provide a voice/influence from community 
• Disappointed in level of community input 
• People become disenchanted with process 
• Confusing process deters community input 
• Some actions of EFB, admin., BOE gives message "We don't want inpuf' (Le. 

Elem. Spanish, small class size). People express frustration with process 
• 	District is meeting expressed needs of the community through %h ¢ 
• 	Operating in vacuum – not getting public input 
• 	Disconnect between district & city – losing opportunity for projects that would 

benefit all 
• 	Institutionalized, process hard, set, not enough community involved in turnover 
• Turf project high point of community involvement– people will come out for 

"hot button" issues 
• 	We've solicited community input, those who are interested participate & we 

respond 
• 	Some actions of EFB, admin., BOE gives message "We don't want input" (i.e. 

PROCESS STRUCTURE & Elem. Spanish, small class size). People express frustration with process 

COMMUNICATION • 	Institutionalized, process hard, set, not enough community involved in turnover 
• Requests from administration and district come later than would be ideal for 

Retreat participants expressed  
decision-making process 

• Process for small grants too cumbersome for teachers 
dissatisfaction with the current  • 	Newcomer's experience–challenges with institutionalization of process 
structure of the funding process  • 	Original technology member now BOE– conflict built into process & structure 

nd confusion about lines of • Teachers express fear of bringing technology mini-grants 
communication.  • NRCCS requests bring up issue of asking the school bypassing BOE/district 

• Lack of communication — ruffled feathers & lack of unified direction and vision 
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PATTERNS OF 	 I 	FLIP CHART NOTES — Transcribed verbatim 

• Problems with communication between BOE & EFB —through EFB process 
BOE can't decide or needs more information when EFB thought BOE was 

PROGRAM EVALUATION & IMPACT OF • Desire by EFB to do program 
EFB FUNDING 	 I audits 

Members wish to evaluate the  
impact of EFB fundin% but there is  
a lack of clarity about the extent  
and effectiveness of program  
evaluation efforts to date. 

• Expenditure on Pay 4 Performance was a mistake 
• EFB desire for program eval. to assess return on investment (impact of gifts) 
• Imperfect but so lucky to have and so much good has been done 
• Evaluation of impact of gifts 
• Evaluation information maybe not getting to EFB (i.e. audits, program eval.) 
• Not sure ed. results can be shown for # of computers in classrooms — early tech 

commission made mistakes 
• Made mistake early on in amount of money spent on computers ("boxes in 

classrooms") without enough thought on how this changes the way we teach 
• Technology mini-grants got good results, no funding source for expanding to 

other buildings 

INTERESTS 

PATTERNS OF FLIP CHART NOTES — Transcribed verbatim 
IDEAS & PERCEPTIONS 

• Hope that educational essentials don't take a back seat to innovation 
PURPOSE OF EFB FUNDING • District be able to fully fund educational needs, EFB fund "wants" 

• Innovative ideas from commissions about 1-time (not institutionalized) great 
impacts for the districts (out of reserve)\ 

• Not to be locked into commitments long-term 
• Use money in way we said on ballot — use this as core criteria for expenditures 

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES • Address confusion about EFB — BOE roles & interaction 

COMMUNITY INPUT • Attention to taxpayer as customer 
• Periodic, ongoing input from public on priorities 
• Find out public priorities for spending EFB funds — perhaps periodically. 
• Freer flow of ideas from public, teacbers/staff, students 
• Get together and embrace identifying customer or risk losing tax 
• Main interest ought to be renewal of tax, carefully i.d, customer—taxpayers not 

related to schools 

Submitted by Lane Malone, Grant Writer for Rout( County School Districts 	 page 3 of 4 
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PATTERNS OF FLIP CHART NOTES — Transcribed verbatim 
IDEAS & PERCEPTIONS 

PROCESS STRUCTURE & • Freer flow of ideas from public, teachers/stat% students 
COMMUNICATION • Publish/clarify how the process works, e.g. schedule for applications, review, etc. 

• Group works together to I.D. our customers (students, parents), align 
communications with target audience 

• Change the system — major innovation in structure & process of public ed. 
• Clarity on process & communication in order to have a positive impact on 

renewal vote 
• Involve teachers/staff more — currently no involvemenL Start process with staff. 

PROGRAM EVALUATION & IMPACT OF • More questioning of effectiveness and looking for a better way — "Bomb- 
EFB FUNDING swine,  

FACILITIES • Long range facilities/capacity plan 
• See BOE give cap. com . guidelines/parameters re: core capacity of existing 

buildings and projections of how long district can go before using fund to 
respond to need through facilities 

REQUESTS FOR MORE INFORMATION • Look at other districts (e.g. Cheery Ck.) to see what they did 
• Seeing how EFB funds have been spent successfully in the past 

MISCELLANEOUS • Increased cooperation among county schools 
• See natural evolution of original ballot issues 

IN 
Submitted by Lane Malone, Grant Writer for Routt County School Districts 	 page 4 of  



O 	 TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION MEETING 
Meeting # 161 

May 16, 2007 - 5:30 pm 
Mahogany Ridge Grill 

AGENDA 

1. Call to Order 

2. Approval of Agenda 

3. Approval of Minutes from Meeting # 160 on Apr. 18, 2007 

4. Public Comment - In order to assure public awareness of and involvement in the activities 

of the Steamboat Springs Education fund Technology Commission, this portion of the 
Commission meeting is available to the public to discuss any item related to the Commission. 

5. EFB Board Report 

6. Small Grant Requests 

7. Success of Citrix 

O 8. Marketing 

9. Hill Survey Results - Sales Tax Committee Recommendation 

10. Future Agenda Items 

Website 

11. Next Meeting - Date and Time 

12. Discussion/Progress Reports/Housekeeping 

13. Adjourn 
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STEAMBOAT SPRINGS TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION 

Meeting # 161 
Mahogany Grill 

May 16, 5:30 pm 

Scott Crouch called the Steamboat Springs Technology Commission meeting to order at 5:37 pm. 

Members present included David Moulton, Greg Hughey, Laura Koster and Jim Kurowski. Also 

present was Tim Miles (Dir. Of Technology). Denise Brazier, Ski Town Business Service, recorded 

the meeting and prepared the minutes. 

Adoption of the Agenda 

Kurowski made a motion and Koster seconded, to adopt the agenda as presented. 
Vote: _5 Yes 	_ No 	The motion passed unanimously. 

Approval of the Minutes 
Moulton made a motion and Hughey seconded, to approve the minutes of the technology meeting 
#160 held on April te, 2007 

Vote: _5 Yes 	-No- 	The motion passed unanimously. 

O 	Public Comment 
There was no public comment. 

EFB Board Report 

Crouch reported all budget requests were passed with almost no questions. 

Hill Survey Results - Sales Tax Committee Recommendation 

The "I sales tax is not dead for this year. However, as a result of the survey, the committee 

recommended to not put the I  sales tax on the ballot this year. There are two more years to get 

the tax passed. The survey indicated: 

39% percent of the people wanted more teachers for small class size. 

8 % thought computers were a priority 

• 76% thought the sales tax was the best way to pay for programs than property tax 

45% thought there should be no new technology in the classrooms until the current 

computers are utilized. 
• 57% thought things were going right in Routt Co. 

41% said combined taxes are too high 

• There was a 40% favorable rating for the Superintendent and the school board. (55% was 

the preferred rating) 

O 	The pollsters said the tax would not pass at this time because of present perception of City Council. 
The survey took place 3 days before the Gleason/DeVincentis school board episode. Half of the 



. The committee believes this year should be 

Crouch will check with Crosson to see if the O 	
people polled didn t know what the sales tax was about 
utilized for public relations and especially, education. 

survey results can be distributed. 

(Stanley Rice arrives) 

Success of Citrix 

Miles feels very positive about the progress of Citrix and this is make or break week. Tomorrow 

will begin the heaving testing. Many schools are using Citrix but not at the elementary level. The 
Citrix people are here this week at their cost. The paperwork has been signed for wireless WAN. 

At this time Crouch announced his term is up in June and will not renew. Crouch will attend the 
next EFB meeting. Technology will probably not meet again until September. A new chairman 

should be included on the next agenda. 

Marketing 

The commission brainstormed on how to educate the public, ways to promote the technology 
commission and particularly small grants. Crouch said presentations have been held during open 

houses in the past. Crouch believes there should be more articles in the paper to disperse 

information. Crouch asked the members to think about how to implement a 911 system. EFB will be 

O
talking about putting together a marketing committee in June. 

Small Grant Request 

Cindy Gay presented a small grant request for Proteomic Biotechnology Equipment. (The small grant 

tracking form is attached to the minutes.) Proteomic is the science of proteins. The grant will 

allow looking at biotechnology in the realm of proteomics and for expansion of experiments. 

The system will allow running a classroom of 24 students in 6 groups of 4. 10% of all students 
signed up for AP biology for next year. Gay said the system would be used at the AP level, 2-3 times 
a year per class. The potential for use is unlimited. Consumable items can be replenished through 

the science budget. 

The amount requested is $ 4300.00. The request should be broken out to not exceed the maximum 

$ 1500 grant requirement. Crouch will look into the bylaws and find out who decided on the $ 1500 

limit. 

Crouch recommends breaking the request down into 3 requests. Gay believes she can get the price 

down. A vote will be taken via email. Everyone at this meeting is in support of Gay's small grant 

request. 

Ad3ournment  

O The meeting adjourned at 6:45 PM. 
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STEAMBOAT SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT RE -2 
GRANT TRACKING FORM 

Please complete this form and return to District Grant Writer at District Office prior to writing a 
grant proposal. 

Date: 5/4/07 	 Project Title: Proteomics: Biotechnology After the Human 
Genome Project 

Applicant: Cindy Gay 	 Phone: 907-871-3659 

School/Department: SSHS/Science 

Funder: Technology Commission 

Grant Type: circle one 
Local State Federal w/CDFA# 	Foundation Service Organization Corporation 

Brief Description of Proiect: 
The Human Genome Project has completed the task of sequencing all human genes. Far 

from closing the book, genomics (the study of DNA) has opened up a whole new field —
proteomics (the study of proteins). Proteomics is the study of the structure, function, and 
interaction of proteins with each other and with their environment. Protein electrophoresis is the 
most widely used technique in scientific research. 

Currently, SSHS utilizes genomic biotechnology equipment, allowing every 10 '1'  grade 
student (approximately 190 students) and AP Biology (2007-8: 62 students) opportunity to 
conduct inquiry labs in forensic DNA fingerprinting, bacterial transformation, gene isolation, 
amplification and RFLP analysis. 

Proteomic biotechnology equipment (see attached descriptions) will allow both 10 1 ' grade 
Biology students and AP Biology students the ability to use SDS-PAGE to generate protein 
profiles from the muscles of both distantly and closely related species of fish. From their results, 
they compare the different species' profiles to test the hypothesis that protein profiles can be 
indicators of evolutionary relatedness. Many other applications and extensions of protein 
electrophoresis can be added to the curriculum over time, including Southern and Western blot 
labs. 

Protein electrophoresis equipment will allow students to explore the topic of evolution at 
a molecular level and allow the introduction of hands-on inquiry labs in a topic that has 
traditionally not been lab based, The equipment will be used with an open-ended inquiry lab. 
Students will make predictions about their results in prelab activities using Internet protein and 
phylogenetic databases and published phylogenetic information. They generate novel results and 
apply their findings from the gel data directly to the problem of solving evolutionary 
relationships by constructing cladograms (phylogenetic trees). Similar investigations conducted 
at research universities are leading to new understanding of organisms and their relationships to 
other. The study of proteomics is used in the study of the transmission, evolution, and treatment 
of disease, molecular ecological adaptations of related species, as well as biodiversity and 
conservation efforts. 

By providing our students with both knowledge and skills in the field of proteomics, we 
are providing them with the ability to make important decisions in the areas of bioethics and 
conservation. We are also providing them with valuable lab skills that they can use in post 
secondary studies. Understanding the rapidly changing fields of biotechnology will allow them 
to make sound choices in their future. 

r 



Sustainability of this biotechnology equipment will be ensured through teacher mentoring 
and support in a similar model to that used when SSHS acquired its genomic biotechnology 
equipment. I modeled the use of the equipment for the other biology teachers as I used it in my 
classroom with students. Teachers observed and, in several cases, participated in student groups 
to gain hands-on experience with the equipment. I then helped teachers prepare their own labs 
and observed them teaching their classes, providing support when needed. In this way, all 
biology teachers were able to acquire the skills and knowledge needed to bring this technology 
into their classrooms. This year, the genomic studies were expanded to include the Steamboat 
Springs Police Department in a forensics unit for 10` x' graders. Two of the three biology teachers 
participated in the expansion with very positive results. I anticipate that all biology teachers will 
utilize the forensics unit next year with even better results. 

Grant Due Date: NA 	Amount Requested: $1900.00 to $4400.00 (see attached pricing) 

Source & amount of any matching money: Once the equipment is obtained, the science 
department will budget for kits and consumable reagents. 

For District Use: 
District Grant Writer: 	 Addtl. Din 

Director of Curriculum & Instruction: 

Director of Fin ante:  Dfa',! / VZ"-- 
 / 

Superintendent: 	 Alb,  

Grant # 
	

Date Sent 	 Awarded: Yes $ 	No 

M 



Proteomic Biotechnology Equipment 

Protein Electrophoresis Classroom Lab Set 2 

This set allows 24 students, In groups of 4, to load and run precast polyacrylamlde gels to separate proteins for analysis. The set Includes: 1 
power supply which can run 4 vertical gel boxes, 4 gel boxes, 4 adjustable micropipets and 10 loading guides. 

In addition to the classroom set, the following equipment is needed 

• 	15% Acrylamide Tns-HCI gels (Important to buy premade as powdered Polyacylamlde is a neurotoxin 

• 	2 additional micropipets (allows 1 pipet  for each group of 4 students) 

• 	Exclude S Microplpet tips 

• 	Temperature control water bath 

• 	Ultra Rocker Platform 

• 	GelAlr Drying System 

.A~  11111 
•• ti 

.,r~rI,._ ii 

Power Supply 

w

rf ~ 

o 

Vertical Gel Chamber Adjustable Microplpet 

s•i' 0o 	. 

J"J1,tii 114  

Loading Guide 

C Water Bath 

This temperature-controlled water bath is built for accuracy, dependability, 
affordability, and safety. 

O 

• 	Easy-to-clean, seamless stainless-steel tank 

• 	Stainless-steel gable cover 

• 	Electrostatically applied finish that resists rust, corrosion, and scratches 

• 	Over-temperature protection 

• 	Safe non-mercury thermometer 

YS yy  aQ 

UltraRocker Rocking Platform 

-0s,'~_.~-ayx .  

This versatile rocking platform meets the demands of many 
molecular biology applications. The dual platforms are corrosion 
resistant and are lined with a nonslip rubber mat to keep containers 
In place. The tilt capacity and variable speed control of this rocker 
permit a broad range of mixing and agitation options for the 
following applications: 

• 	Overnight Incubation of liquid bacterial cultures 

• 	Staining and destalning of agarose and acrylamide gels 
and blots 

a 
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GelAir Drying System 	 to 

The GelAir drying system Is perfect for preserving polyacrylamide 
gels. Geis dried between two sheets of cellophane are crystal-clear 
with a glossy finish. The GelAir system is easy to use, maintenance 
free, and fast. The dried gels are Ideal for densltometry, 
photodwumentation, overheads, or long-term storage In lab 
notebooks. 

The GelAir dryer Is a heated chamber that works like a convection 
oven to dry mini gels In 45 minutes. The complete GelAir drying 
system Includes the GelAir dryer, 2 drying frames with 16 clamps, 
assembly table, cellophane, gel drying solution, and a manual with 
optimized drying protocols. 

 

s 

Ir Z' 

 

''` ~• 	 Assemble and dry your 
''' 	̂̀• 	 polyacrylamide gels 

in a few fast and easy,  
steps: 

1. Plain a sheet of cellophane 
on the assembly table 

I 

`•`^r~~~ 	
2. Lay one Or more gets 0n 
top or me cellophane 

r, 

J  f/ 

3. Place another sheet or 
cellophane over the gels 

r- 

4. Clamp me drying frames 
together 

JQ  

  

  

M 

I 

r 	 5. Slide the drying forme Into 
the dryer 

GelAir Drying Frames — The GelAir drying system Includes 2 drying frames. Each frame holds 4 min] gels or 1 large gel. 

GelAir Dryer — When the dryer is fully loaded, 4 large gels or 16 mini gels can be dried at once 

GelAir Assembly Table — The GelAir assembly table Is a custom workspace for assembling the GelAir drying frames. Any excess liquid Is 

neatly caught by the assembly table, saving cleanup time. 

GelAlr Cellophane Support — The GelAir cellophane support is precut to fit the GelAir drying frames. Gels dried between two sheets of 

cellophane are perfectly clear with a glossy finish. 

Gel Drying Solution — The gel drying solution Is a pretreatment for polyacrylamide gels that helps prevent gels from cracking during air 

drying. Just 10 minutes of equilibration before drying the gels prevents excessive gel swelling and cracking. 

M 



0 	 0 	 a 
Item #  

166-0820ED U 
16-1-  

Description  
Protein  Electrophoresis Classroom--Lab  Set 2 

- 1 15% Acrylalmide Tris-HCI Gels 

Quantity 
1 

Unit Price 
$ 	1,700.00 

SubTotal 
$ 	1,700.00  

I 	Total 

25 $ 	6.30 $157 50 $ 	1,857 50 

J'.$ 166-0506EDU Adjustable Volume Digital Micropipets 2 159.00  $ 	31800 
211-2006EDU  
166-0504EDU 

Xcluda B Micropipet  Tips, 960/box 
Temperature Controlled Water Bath 

1 97.60 $ 	97  60  
1 $ 	631.25 $ 	63125 

186-0709EDU Ultra-Rocker Plat form 1 _ $ 	57_5_00 $ 	575. 0_0 
165-1771 EDU GelAir Drying System 1 $ 	903.20 1 $ 	90320 $ 	2,525 . 0_5_ 

$ 	4,382.55 



TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION MEETING 
Meeting # 162 

September 26, 2007 - 5:30 pm 
High School Teacher's Lounge 

AGENDA 

1. Call to Order 

2. Approval of Agenda 

3. Approval of Minutes from Meeting # 161 on May 16, 2007 

4. Public Comment - In order to assure public awareness of and involvement in the activities 
of the Steamboat Springs Education Fund Technology Commission, this portion of the 
Commission meeting is available to the public to discuss any item related to the Commission. 

5. Vacancies 

6. EFB Board Report 

7. Technology Co-Chairman 

!(G 	8. Unspent Funds for Small Grants 

9. Grant Evaluations 

10. Rescissions 

11. Citrix Update - Tim Miles 

12. Communication Planning Status - Website 

13. Hill Survey Results - Sales Tax Committee Recommendation 

14. Future Agenda Items 

15. Next Meeting - Date and Time 

16. Discussion/Progress Reports/Housekeeping 

17. Adjourn 

c') 



TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION MEETING 
Meeting # 162 

Sept. 26, 2007 — 5:30 pm 
SS High School Teacher's Lounge 

Jim Kurowski called the Steamboat Springs technology commission meeting to order at 
5:36 pm. Members present included Stanley Rice and Bill Locher. Also present was 
Robin Crossan (EFB Pres.), Tim Miles (Dir. of Tech.) and Mark Andersen, prospective 
Technology commission member. Denise Brazier, Ski Town Executive Service, 
recorded the meeting and prepared the minutes. 

A quorum was not established. 

Public Comment:  
There was no public comment. 

Kurowski opened the meeting stating Tim Miles, Dir. of Technology, has only been with 
the district for 1 % year and had made impressive accomplishments. 

Crossan stated the Nov. 7u' EFB meeting will be at the Ore House for the annual 
appreciation dinner. The time is yet to be determined. The dinner is a good opportunity 

® 	for commission members to get to know each other. 

Crossan gave a brief history of the '/s cent sales tax. The tax has been approved 3 times. 
Technology each year sets aside a sum for small grants. Any member of the community 
can come directly to the technology commission to request money for a grant. 

The budget process starts in December and involves a two reading process. 

Citrix Update  — Tim Miles 
Radios for WAN, now 100 meg, are working great. The goal is to consolidate at the 
Middle School. Citrix has been rock solid since school began. Miles now has the ability 
to make a change only once, touching only one computer. External access from home 
will be turned on around Christmas time. Citrix is now open to the two elementary 
schools and one lab at the High School. The High School is presently able to use Work 
Perfect and the Internet. 

Last year 400 licenses were purchased. The licenses dictate how many people can be 
logged on to Citrix at once. Less licenses may be needed in the future. Parents will have 
access to student's grades starting Friday. 

Vacancies  
Mark Andersen will let Crossan or Kurowski know his level of interest in becoming a 



member of the technology commission. The Director of United Way, Andersen has 2 
boys, 3`d  and 5d ' grades and is involved in the community. 

Rescissions  
As a quorum is not established, the commission cannot vote on rescissions at this time. 
Rescissions include: 
07-03 Network Upgrade 977 
07-06 Summer Accelerated Reader 5,000 
07-10 Accelerated Reader NRC 1,103 
07-12 Alternative School Laptops 400 
07-18 Small Grants 3,748 
07-19 Citrix Pilot 235 

Total 11,463 

Technology Commission Co-Chairman  
As there is not a quorum, a co-chairman cannot be elected. 

Hill Survey Results  
Kurowski said the EFB decided to not place the '% sales tax on the ballot this year due to 
the turbulence on the board of education. The planning process for the future includes 
contributions that have been provided by the EFB. 

® 	Discussion followed regarding the status of the Middle School and safety issues. Miles 
said grants may be awarded to the district for security-type items but must be matched by 
the district. 

Future Agenda Items  
• Small grant verbiage; how are amounts determined 
• The October meeting will be held in the lab at the High School, around the comer 

from the library at 5:30, to see Citrix in action. 

Miles added a point-of-sale system is now up and running and will be introducing the on-
line portion next month. 

Adiourn  
The Technology Commission meeting adjourned at 6:37 pm. 

Exhibits  
✓ Agenda 

M 
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TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION MEETING ®  
Meeting # 163 

October 24, 2007 - 5:30 pm 

High School Lab 

AGENDA 

1. Call to Order 

2. Approval of Agenda 

3. Approval of Minutes from Meeting # 161 on May 16, 2007and Meeting # 162 

held on Sept. 26, 2007. 

4. Public Comment -In order to assure public awareness of and involvement in 

the activities of the Steamboat Springs Education Fund Technology 

Commission, this portion of the Commission meeting is available to the public 

to discuss any item related to the Commission. 

® 	 5. Vacancies 

6. EFB Board Report 

7. Technology Co-Chairman 

8. Small grants and how amounts are determined 

9. Rescissions 

10. Citrix Update- Tim Miles 

11. Future Agenda Items 

12. Next Meeting - Date and Time 

13. Discussion/Progress Reports/Housekeeping 

14. Adjourn 

W 
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TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION MEETING 

Meeting # 163 
Oct. 24, 2007-5:30 pm 

Computer Lab, Human Resources Center 

Minutes 

Those members present included Greg Hughey, David Moulton, Nicole DeCrette, Laura Kaster 
and Mark Anderson. Also present was Sandra Smyser (Interim Super.) and Dan Divens 
(prospective TC member). Denise Brazier, Ski Town Executive Service, recorded the meeting 
and prepared the minutes. 

Citrix Update: 

At 5:35 pm, Cindy Walker began the meeting with a Citrix presentation. Walker said some of 
the older computers in the district (as old as 7 yrs.) can be used. The connection goes to a server 
and evens out the balance of the load. A consultant determined how many servers were needed. 
There are also two Citrix servers at the High School. Upgrades can be done on the server as 
opposed to touching every computer. Elementary is the most challenging because of the wide 
variety of curriculum programs. The server acts as the work station. 

® 	Citrix does not yet allow for student's laptops to connect as scanning for viruses is not yet in 
place. 

Walker said this year is her last and two people are required for her replacement. Technology 
instructors will be included in the budgeting process. 

Call to Order: 
David Moulton called the meeting or order. 

Approval of the Agenda 
Item #5, Financial Report, will be eliminated. 

Moulton made a motion and Hughey seconded, to approve the agenda with the above change. 
Vote: — 4 Yes —  _0 No_ The motion passed unanimously. 

Approval of the minutes of Meeting # 161 on May 16, 2007 and Meeting # 162 on Sept. 26, 
2007. 

Rice made a motion and Kaster seconded, to approve the minutes of meeting # 161 on May 16, 
2007 as presented. 
Vote: _4 Yes_ _0 No_ The motion passed unanimously. 
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Kaster said the meeting number of the minutes should be changed to meeting # 162. 
Anderson made a motion and DeCrette seconded, to approve the minutes of meeting # 162 on 
September Sept. 26, 2007 with the above change. 
Vote: 	5 Yes 	_0 No_ The motion passed unanimously. 

Public Comment: 
There was no public comment. 

Vacancies: 
The technology commission presently has two vacancies. Mark Anderson introduced Dan 
Divens as a prospective commission member. Divens is the intereet service manager at the 
Steamboat Springs Pilot. Divens has just relocated and is interested in becoming involved. 

Rescissions: 
DeCrette expressed concerned regarding the amount of money to be rescinded for small grants. 
There is a definite interest in professional development for teachers. More funding for training 
should be promoted and would be a good topic for future discussion. 

Rescissions include: 

07-03 Network Upgrade $ 977 
07-06 Summer Accelerated Reader $ 5,000 
07-10 Accelerated Reader NRCCS $ 1,102 

®
07 -12 Alternative School Laptops $ 400 
07-18 Small Grants $ 3,748 
07-19 Citrix Pilot $ 235 

Total $ 11,463 

Moulton made a motion and Anderson seconded, to approved rescissions for 07-03, 07-06, 07-
10, 07-12, 07-18 and 07-19 for a total of $11, 463. 
Vote: 	5 Yes 	_0 No_ 	Motion passed unanimously. 

(DeCrette leaves the meeting). 

EFB Update: 
Anderson reported two public relation firms from Denver gave presentations as EFB is looking 
to hiring a public relations firm to help market the purpose of EFB to the community. EFB 
approved spending up to $ 35,000 for public relations. Rice feels the amount is too high, that it 
is inappropriate for EFB to spend the money and will hurt the cause. Discussion continued 
regarding the pros and cons of EFB spending the money to hire a public relations firm. 
Anderson said as a result of a survey, only 38% of the people even knew what the tax was about. 
There is also confusion in the community regarding the difference between the EFB and the 
Board of Education. Rice believes there are other ways for EFB promotion. Moulton pointed 
out EFB is looking at spending the $ 40,000 to get $ 3 million. Moulton added if people have 
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issues with EFB's direction, then those people should attend the EFB meetings with their 

CD continents. 

Technology Co-Chairman: 
This item was tabled as there was no longer a quorum. 

Small grants and how amounts are determined: 
This item was tabled until Kurowski is present. 

Future agenda items: 
• Small grants 
• Co-chairman 
• Paul Strong's financial report 
• Vacancies 
• Budget requests — updates from Miles 

Housekeeping: 
The next Technology Commission will be November 28 ie, 5:30 in the High School Teacher's 
lounge. 

Hughey suggested meeting in different school buildings to see the results of technology funds 
and will email Miles. 

® 	Adjourn: 
Rice made a motion and Kaster seconded, to adjourn the meeting. The meeting adjourned at 
6:59 pm. 
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Steamboat Springs Education Fund 

Financial Report 

CD
November 7, 2007 

Funds Approved, Spent and Unspent  
Funds 	Funds 	Funds 	Funds 	Funds 

Budgeted 	Approved 	Available 	Spent 	Unspent 

Excellence Previous Years 10,204,697 10,157,726 46,971 
Excellence 2008  1,476,000 1,476,000 0 16,643 1,459.357  
Total Excellence 	N, 11,680,697 10,174,369 1,466,360 

Technology Previous Years 8,802,459 8,769,235 33,225 
Technology 2008  1,270,000 1,270,000 0 0 1,270,000  
Total Technology 10,072,459 8,769,235 1,281,464 

Capital Previous Years 3,955,837 3,376,619 579,218 
Capital 2008  440,100 395,000 45,100 0 395,000  
Total Capital 4,350,837 3,376,619 974,218 

Unallocated Previous Years 1,117,791 1,117,791 0 
Unallocated 2008  30,000 30,000 0 4,317 25,683  
Total Unallocated 1,222,822 1,122,108 20,715 

Total Previous Years 20,124,948 20,044,752 80,196 
Total 2008  3,216,100 3,171,000 45,100 20,960 3,150,040  
Total 27,326,815 42,756 

® 	 Total F 	ds-lJns 	s. 	on Hand 4,43 ,  
s 688.486  

Deficit 

Current Year Sales Tax  Through Sept 
Jul-Sept Oct-Dec Jan-Mar Apr-Jun Total  

Budget 634,729 671,641 946,443 632,418 2,885,232 
Actual 1,084,646 1,084,646 

Sales Tax History Sales Tax Prolection  
06-07 	2,801,196 	99-00 1,843,394 &Actual 2007-08 3,335,149 
05-06 	2,543,039 	1998 1,766,207 2008-09 3,435,203 
04-05 	2,269,679 	1997 1,447,581 2009-10 3,538,259 
03-04 	2,069,865 	1996 1,331,603 
02-03 	1.871,892 	1995 1,278,932 
01-02 	1,899,616 	1994 1,186,410 
00-01 	1,963,241 

ColoTrust Rate (APY) 5.05% 
Financial Summary - Life of Fund  
Public Support 26,384,893 Cash 5,250 
Other Receipts  1,488,679  Money Market 23,503 

Total Receipts  27,873,572  Certifcates of Deposit 843,341 
Capital Funds Spent 3,376,619 CDARS 1,321,400 
Growth Funds Spent 10,174,369 COLO Trust 2,237,748 
Technology Funds Spent 8,769,235 Accounts Payable  0  

® 	 Unallocated Funds Spent  1,122,108  
Total Funds Spent  23,442,330  

Current Fund Balance  4,431,242  Total  4,431,242  

Unaudited - For Management Purposes Only Page 1 



Educational Excellence Commission  Funds Funds Funds 
Approved Spent Unspent  

1994 313,634 313,634 0 
1995 203,095 203,095 0 

1996 445,527 445,527 0 
1997 1,271,282 1,271,282 0 
1998 530,277 530,277 0 
1999 507,981 507,981 0 
2000 575,856 575,856 0 
2001 987,164 987,164 0 t 
2002 1,241,432 1;241,432 0 
2003 840,666 840,666 0 
2004 794,933 794,932 0 
2005 1,101,650 1,061,682 0 

07-01 Staff Training & Implementation 4/5/2006 117,600 117,600 0 
07-02 Small Class Size 4/5/2006 700,000 700,000 0 
07-03 ESL Program 4/5/2006 150,000 150,000 0 
07-04 Gifted and Talented Program 4/5/2006 100,000 100,000 0 
07-05 Articulated Foreign Language Program 415/2006 110,000 110,000 0 
07-06 Counselors/Social Workers 4/512006 75,000 75,000 0 
07-08 Alternative School Salary 6/7/2006 4,800 4,800 0 
07-09 Making a Difference Award 6/28/2006 1,800 1,800 0 
07-10 Orchestra 6/28/2006 7,000 0 7,000 
07-11 2 Elementary Teachers 6/28/2006 100,000 100,000 0 
07-12 Small Class Size Instructional Staff 2/7/2007 25,000 25,000 0 

2007 1,391,200 1,384,200 7,000 

08-01 K-8 Pilot Reading Program 5/2/2007 20,000 20,000 
08-02 Counselors 5/2/2007 75,000 75,000 
08-03 ESL Program 5/2/2007 155,000 155,000 
08-04 Articulated Language 5/2/2007 110,000 110,000 
08-05 Making A Difference Award 5/2/2007 1,800 1,800 
08-06 Gifted and Talented 5/2/2007 215,000 215,000 
08-07 Staff Development 5/2/2007 62,557 62,557 
08-08 Small Class Size 5/2/2007 800,000 800,000 
08-09 Steamboat Springs Youth Orchestra 5/2/2007 20,000 20,000 
08-10 Yampa Valley Science School 5/2/2007 16,643 16,643 0 

2008 1,476,000 16,643 1,459,357 

Total Request Approved  11,680,697 10,174,369 1,466,360 

\~J 
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Technology Commission Funds Funds Funds 
Approved Spent Unspent 

1994 445,317 445,317 0 
1995 560,048 560,048 0 
1996 583,160 583,160 0 
1997 1,236,438 1,236,438 0 
1998 530,176 530,176 0 
1999 626,776 626,696 0 
2000 644,936 644,936 0 
2001 646,220 646,220 0 
2002 740,326 740,326 0 
2003 644,901 644,900 0 
2004 631,902 631,901 0 
2005 635,300 613,618 0 

07-01 Staffing 4/5/2006 362,040 362,040 0 
07-02 Software Upgrades 4/5/2006 25,000 25,000 0 
07-03 Network Upgrade 4/5/2006 7,500 6,523 977 
07-04 Vocational Program Development 4/5/2006 15,000 15,000 0 
07-05 Curriculum Software 4/5/2006 15,000 15,000 0 
07-06 Summer Accelerated Reader 4/5/2006 5,000 0 5,000 
07-07 Hardware Replacement 4/5/2006 230,000 230,000 0 
07-08 Portable Uninterruptible Power Supply 617/2006 0 0 0 
07-09 Hardware Purchase/Replacement NRC 6/7/2006 6,600 6,600 0 
07-10 Accelerated Reader NRC 61712006 5,000 3,897 1,103 
07-11 Construction Inst Housing 6(7/2006 3,000 3,000 0 
07-12 Alternative School Laptops 6/28/2006 2,820 2,420 400 
07-13 Training 6/28/2006 27,500 27,500 0 
07-14 Data Warehouse 6/28/2006 20,000 20,000 0 
07-15 Maintenance 6/2812006 27,500 27,500 0 
07-16 Online Database 6/2812006 10,000 10,000 0 
07-17 Video Production 6/28/2006 10,000 10,000 0 
07-18 Small Grants 6/28/2006 15,000 11,252 3,748 
07-19 Citrix Pilot 317/2007 20,000 19,765 235 
07-20 Marmot 3/712007 30,000 30,000 0 
07-21 Student Information System 317/2007 40,000 40,000 0 

2007 876,960 - 	865,498 11,462 

08-01 Staff 5/2/2007 389,741 389,741 
08-02 Software 5/2/2007 166,243 166,243 
08-03 Network 5/2/2007 120,000 120,000 
08-04 Hardware/Replace 5/2/2007 424,516 424,516 
08-05 Training 5/2/2007 49,500 49,500 
08-06 Data Analysis 5/2/2007 20,000 20,000 
08-07 Maintenance 5/2/2007 27,500 27,500 
08-08 Marmot 5/2/2007 30,000 30,000 
08-09 Student Information Systems 5/2/2007 25,000 25,000 
08-10 Online Databases 5/2/2007 10,000 10,000 
08-11 Small Grants 512/2007 7,500 7,500 

2008 1,270,000 0 1,270,000 

Total Request Approved 10,072,459 8,769,235 1,281,464 

R1 
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Capital Commission 
	

Funds 	Funds 	Funds 
Approved 	Spent 	Unspent 

2001 614,951 614,951 	 0 
2002 75,000 75,000 	 0 
2003 1,511,682 1,511,682 	 0 
2004 172,656 172,655 	 0 
2005 615,098 615,098 	 0 

L91  
07-01 Middle School Addition/Renovation 
07-02 Security Audit 
07-03 Theater Improvements 

Recissions 

2007 

08-01 Middle School Addition/Renovation 
08-02 Grant Writer 
08-03 High School Theater Consultant 

2008 

Total Request Approved 

Unallocated 

07-01 Grant Writer 

2007 

3/1/2006 950,000 370,783 579,217 
1/4/2007 5,500 5,500 0 
1/4/2007 11,000 10,950 50 

10/3/2007 (50) (50) 

966,450 387,233 579,217 

4/4/2007 300,000 300,000 
5/2/2007 80,000 80,000 
5/2/2007 15,000 15,000 

395,000 0 395,000 

	

4,350,837 	3,376,619 	974,218 

4/4/2007 	80,000 	59,286 	20,714 

	

80,000 	59,286 	20,714 

Annual Reserve 	 0 

Total Approvals 	 0 

Balance 	 0 

Reserve Projection 	 1117107 

Cash on hand $ 4,431,242 

Projected sales tax through 6/08 2,250,503 

Total Cash projected through 6/08 6,681,745 

Rescissions 18,462 
Requests Approved but Unspent (3,742,756) 
Funds Budgeted but not Gifted (45,100) 

Reserve Projection 6/08 $ 	2,912,351 

N 
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City City SSEF SSEF SSEF SSEF 
Sales Use Sales Use Total Net 

Jul-06 1,614,510 177,096 201,814 22,137 223,951 221,711 
Aug-06 1,436,115 181,682 179,514 22,710 202,225 200,202 
Sep-06 1,296,230 76,409 162,029 9,551 171,580 169,864 
Oct-06 1,130,490 64,832 141,311 8,104 149,415 147,921 
Nov-06 1,026,323 493,503 128,290 61,688 189,978 188,078 
Dec-06 2,348,955 54,047 293,619 6,756 300,375 297,371 
Jan-07 2,035,835 13,131 254,479 1,641 256,121 253,560 
Feb-07 2,030,517 164,340 253,815 20,543 274,357 271,614 
Mar-07 2,412,621 59,142 301,578 7,393 308,970 305,881 
Apr-07 1,011,529 379,330 126,441 47,416 173,857 172,119 
May-07 985,346 330,979 123,168 41,372 164,541 162,895 
Jun-07 1,489,000 756,658 186,125 94,582 280,707 277,900 

Jul-07 1,654,631 161,171 206,829 20,146 226,975 224,705 
Aug-07 1,540,692 798,885 192,587 99,861 292,447 289,523 
Sep-07 1,449,744 151,598 181,218 18,950 200,168 198,166 

P 
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STEAMBOAT SPRINGS SCHOOL DISTRICT RE-2 
GRANT TRACKING FORM 

Please complete this form and return to District Grant Writer at District Office prior to 
writing a grant proposal. 

Date: 11/07 	 Project Title: Kids Connect: Kids Produce 
Applicant: Sherry Holland 	 Phone: 871-3490 or cell 846-8898 

School/Department: Library Media Center 

Funder: Technology Commission —Small Grant Phone: 

Grant Type: circle one 
Local State Federal w/CDFA# 	 Foundation Service Organization Corporation 

Brief Description of Project: 
The purpose of this grant is to create a production station for students to create weekly podcasts, -
school news, video projects (just to name a few.) It will provide students with the opportunity to 
use technology skills for the 21 x  century that, manipulate graphics, photos, sound, and videos in 
their work and presentations. Teachers will be encouraged to collaborate on technology projects 
for students to use this presentation station for high ability and gifted students as well as 
providing the means to create innovative presentations that support grade level curriculum. This . 

® 	station can support technology projects that require a higher processor and needed software (Final 
Cut Express)that are important in using graphics and improving production quality while 
providing our students with the instruction on how to become better producers with technology. 

Matching monies have been set aside to also acquire needed video cameras, digital cameras, 
microphones, and speakers. 

Grant Application Due Date: 	Amount Requested: $1,500.00 

Source & amount of any matching money: 
SPE Library Budget$ _$1000.00_ and $1000 for additional video equipment 
Parent Teacher Organization (SPE PTO) to purchase to help with additional 10 digital cameras 
for classroom set needed for projects. 

Director/Principal:—Dr. Brenda 

For District Use: 
District Grant Writer 
	

Addtl. Dir. 

Director of Curriculum & Instruction 

Director of Finance 

Superintendent: 

Grant 4 	 Date Sent 	 Awarded: Yes $ 	No 



This cart rlualifies f oi I ree Shipping 

Cart Items 

Upgrade from Final Cut Express HD 1, 2, 3, 3.5 

Part Number. MB339Z/A 

Estimated Ship: Within 24 hours 

iMac, 20-Inch, 2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Duo 

Part Number. ZOE3 

2GB 667MHz DDR2 SDRAM - 2x1GB 
Apple Mighty Mouse 
Accessory kit 

500GB Serial ATA Drive 

2.4GHz Intel Core 2 Duo 
Apple Keyboard (English) + Mac OS X 
SuperDrive 8x (DVD±R DL/DVD±RW/CD-RW) 

Quantity 	Item Price 	Item Total 

	

$99.00 	599.00 

Remove 

F $1,749.00 	$1,749.00 

1 
Rrnuwe 

0 
Estimated Ship: 1-3 business days 

	

Cart Subtotal: 	51,848.00 

	

I we "hippimt: 	 50.00 

	

I stmtated Tax.`: 	 553.59 

	

Estimated Total: 	51,90L59 

Enter shipping ZI n O~ 
to calculate tax: a 

a 
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TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION MEETING 

Meeting # 164 
November 28,-5:30 pm 

Steamboat Springs High School Teacher's Lounger 

Minutes 

Those members present included Jim Kurowsld, Greg Hughey, David Moulton, Laura Kaster, 
Stanley Rice. Also present was Tim Miles (Dir. of Tech.), Paul Strong (EFB CPA) Bill Whelihan 
(prospective TC member) and Sherry Holland (SPR librarian). Denise Brazier, Ski Town 
Executive Service, recorded the meeting and prepared the minutes. 

1.) Call to Order 
Kurowski called the Technology Commission meeting to order at 5:31 pm. 

2.) Approval of the Agenda 
Moulton made a motion and Kaster seconded, to approve the agenda as presented: 
Vote: 	5 Yes 	_0 No_ 	The motion passed unanimously. 

(Mark Anderson joined the meeting.) 

3.) Approval of Minutes from Meeting # 163 on Oct. 24, 2007. 
Kaster made a motion and Moulton seconded, to approve the minutes of meeting # 163 on Oct. 
24, 2007. 
Vote: _7 Yes_ _0 No_ 	The motion passed unanimously. 

4.) Financial Report — Paul Strong 
Strong discussed this year's large use tax portion of the sales tax. Strong said the large amount 
will make the historical 3% yearly increase in the budget difficult. The most the city has ever 
collected for use tax is $2 million. The 2007 use tax will be more than $4.5 million. The use tax 
is forecasted to decrease again in 2008. 

Strong will recommend to the EFB to budget items separately, and to use the use tax for capital, 
non-recurring items. So far, the EFB has not had an interest in building the reserve. 

5.) Public Comment 
There was no public comment. 

6.) Vacancies 
Bill Whelihan is the Supervisor of the Haymaker Golf course. Whelihan's children are grown 

® 	allowing more time for community involvement. 

t 



Moulton made a motion and Hughey seconded to recommend the EFB to approve Bill Whelihan ® 	for the technology commission vacancy. 
Vote: 	7 Yes 	_0 No_ 	The motion passed unanimously. 

Whelihan will not be available to attend the EFB meeting of Dec. 5 a', 2007. 

7.) EFB Board Report 
Kurowski said there was small attendance at the annual appreciation dinner. The meeting was 
about financial changes and Crossan moving on. Miles added the contract with the public 
relations firm was discussed to educate the community on the EFB. Kurowski is aware of mixed 
feelings among Tech commission members regarding spending money EFB funds to hire the PR 
firm. 

8.) Technology Co-Chairman 
Anderson volunteered to co-chair the technology commission. 
Kaster made a motion and Hughey seconded, to elect Mark Anderson as co-chairman of the 
Technology Commission. 
Vote: _7 Yes_ _0 No 	The motion passed unanimously. 

9.) Small Grants and how the amount for grants are determined 
Sherry Holland, SPE librarian, was present to request a small grant. The project title is "Kids 
Connect: Kids Produce". 

® 	Holland said not enough laptops are available to fill the needs of the projects generated. The 
goal of the proposal is to create a production station for video projects and to have a station for 
the students to be able to use throughout the day. Matching funds have already been secured for 
this request. Additional laptops are required to assist in moving students into the 21 s` Century. 
The amount of the request is $ 1500.00. Holland said Mark MacHale originally approved the 
request and Dr. Barr is aware. 
Hughes made a motion and Moulton seconded to accept the small grant request as presented in 
the amount of $1500.00. 
Vote: 	7 Yes 	_0 No_ The motion passed unanimously. 

The commission discussed how amounts for small grants are determined. Kurowski could not 
find anything in writing. Some comments included: 

• The small amount would spread the money around. 
• The amount is too limiting in some instances. 
• The amount should be up to the technology commission's discretion. 
• The teachers perceive once a grant is given, the grant can't be given again. 
• The title "small grants" would not intimidate teachers from applying. 

Kurowski will discuss the small grant process with the EFB and that technology will try to 
manage the funds so all the funds are spent. 

® 	This year the amount for small grants is $ 7500. 



® 	10.) 	Budget Requests 
Miles was not ready to prepare the requests for the technology budget. The school board is 
gathering information and getting hard numbers now. The plan is to roll Citrix district-wide next 
year. Then, the budget will be back under control. Miles will be ready to present numbers next 
month. 

The new financial piece will begin January 1 51, 2008. 

11.) Future Agenda Items 
• The budget 
• Small Grant Request 

Hughes has obtained 16mm film that was produced in 1958 by CRMA, PBS in Denver, titled 
Steamboat Springs. The film is a black and white original negative. The film should be viewed 
for historical value. To be viewed, the film must be shipped to a film//motion picture lab. 
Knowing the film has to do with the school system, Hughes believes the film may coincide with 
the 50t  anniversary of the Steamboat Springs school system. Digitizing the film would cost 
between $3400. The cost would maintain the quality, maybe broadcast quality. Hughes 
suggests a student work on the project. Hughes will discuss the project with Miles. 

Kaster said follow-up on small grants should be routine. Hughey suggested a demonstration at 
® 	the next meeting at one of the schools to include a reporter and a photographer. 

The next Technology commission meeting will be Tuesday, Dec. 18 th  at 5:30 pm. The budget 
will be the only item on the agenda. 

12.) Adjourn 
Kaster made a motion and Moulton seconded, to adjourn the meeting. The meeting adjourned at 
6: S5 pm. 

Exhibits: 
• Agenda 
• Financial report 
• Small grant request 
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® 	It is with mixed emotions that I am announcing officially stepping down 
from the Tech Commission. I am trying to find a balance between my career 
and home life as a new parent and I feel that I cannot serve the 
commission well when I find it a challenge to make the meetings. I think 
it is extrememly important to have teacher representation on the 
commission. I hope that the current members are still open to that, and 
that you will try to replace me with another staff member to have input 
from the actual users of technology in the schools. I enjoyed serving the 
brief time I did. It was very informative and rewarding. 

I hope to be able to commit to the position again at a future time. 

Thank you, 

Nicole DeCrette 

M 
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TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION MEETING O   
Meeting # 165 

December 18, 2007 - 5:30 pm 
High School Teacher's Lounge 

AGENDA 

1. Call to Order 

2. Approval of Agenda 

3. Approval of Minutes from Meeting # 164 on November 28, 2007. 

4. Public Comment - In order to assure public awareness of and involvement in 
the activities of the Steamboat Springs Education Fund Technology 
Commission, this portion of the Commission meeting is available to the public 
to discuss any item related to the Commission. 

5. Leadership Team Presentation - Tim Miles 

6. TC Vacancies 

O 	7. EFB Board Report 

8. Small grants 

9. Future Agenda Items 

10. Next Meeting - Date and Time 

11. Discussion/Progress Reports/Housekeeping 

12. Adjourn 
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O 	 TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION MEETING 
Meeting # 165 

December 18, 2007 -5:30 pm 
Steamboat Springs High School Teacher's Lounger 

Minutes 

Those Technology Commission members present included Greg Hughey, David Moulton, Laura Koster, 
Stanley Rice and Mark Anderson. Also present was Tim Miles (Dir. of Tech.) and Bill Whelihan 
(prospective TC member). Denise Brazier, Ski Town Executive Service, recorded the meeting and 
prepared the minutes. 

1.) Call to Order 
Hughey called the Technology Commission meeting to order at 5:36 pm. 

2.) Approval of the Agenda 
Koster made a motion and Anderson seconded, to approve the agenda as presented. 
Vote: 	5 Yes_ 	0 No_ 	The motion passed unanimously. 

3.) Approval of Minutes from Meeting # 164 on Nov. 28, 2007. 
Moulton made a motion and Koster seconded, to approve the minutes of meeting # 164 on Nov. 2ff h, 

2007. 
Vote: _5 Yes_ _0 No 	The motion passed unanimously 

O 4.) Public Comment 
There was no public comment. 

5.)Leadership Team Presentation — Tim Miles 
Miles entered into the district with an $ 800,000 budget. The district then decided to single platform the 
computers. This year is phase two of the single platform. The projection was to see a return on 
investment this year. Last year's budget was $ 1,267,000. Three additional items are included in this 
year's budget request. 

1. District wide assessment software program for $ 30,000. 
2. Website for $ 20,000. Miles believes a portal is needed, a working document. The district will 

probably go with a website company but may start the process with the district and BOCES. 
3. Email archive appliance for $ 20,000. Federal Discovery will require emails to be backed up and 

tracked forever. A policy will have to be established. 

The district will may need 30 servers, a few more than predicted. The Citrix license for the upcoming 
year is for 600 users. 

Miles added there are two additional positions needed in the technology department: a Technology 
Integrator and a Data/State Reporter. State reported data has been incorrect. The Integrator would 
integrate technology with the curriculum. This position could wait another year. The data/state reports 
are time consuming. If Technology doesn't support the data state reporter, Mile will push the district. 
The district and Dr. Smyser is on board with the two positions. With the positions the budget jumps to $ 
1,516,337. 

Al 
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The goal is to finish the Citrix program and to get the budget back to manageable. 

Kaster said based on Paul Strong's presentation, Kaster understands there will be a surplus this year and 
the recommendation was to propose spending the excess funds on one-time purchases. Miles said Citrix 
could go into that category. Anderson said timing is crucial because of the sales tax increase and asked 
Miles to prioritize the list. 

Miles emphasized the need and importance of the data/state report person for accreditation and for 
accuracy. Tracking the data is where the portal website comes in. 

Miles added Steamboat Springs will he a case study for Citrix, that no other district has it on the student 
side. Anderson said Citrix would be another plus for the sales tax campaign. 

Miles will repackage the numbers and email to everyone 

5.) TC Vacancies 
Bill Whelihan will beat the EFB meeting on Jan. 9s'. Miles will try to find a student to join the 
commission, possibly the student who will work on Hughey's film. 

6.) EFB Report 
There was no report from EFB. 

7.) Small Grants 
Miles said two small grants will be coming forward in January. 

O 8.) Future Agenda Items 

9.) Next Meeting — Date and Time 
The next meeting will be held January 30, 2007 at 5:30 pm. 

10.)Discussion/Progress Reports/Housekeeping 

11.)Adjourn 
Rice made a motion a Moulton seconded, to adjourn the meeting. The Technology Commission meeting 
adjourned at 7: 08 pm. 
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